Volume

The words in **bold** will help you understand word problems in Lesson 6. Read the definitions and look at the pictures.

**A baseball diamond** is the field on which baseball is played.

**A cedar chest** is a kind of box for storing objects. It is made from the wood of a cedar tree.

**Carpeting** is a material used to cover floors.

**To line** something means to cover it with material. A shelf might be lined with special paper to protect the wood underneath.

**Fencing** is another way to say “a fence.” Fencing is used to close in an area.

**Felt** is a kind of cloth material. It is often soft and fuzzy.

**A car’s trunk** is a place to store things near the back of a car.

Pick 3 vocabulary words and write a sentence using each one.

1. _____________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________